Exigency

A highly recommended, character-driven
sci-fi novel in the tradition of Robert A.
Heinlein. -Kirkus ReviewsNine brilliant
scientists travel light years on a one-way
trip to an Earth-like planet. Their mission is
to study from orbit the two species of
intelligent lifeforms on the surface. The
first: an isolated people embarking on
civilization and building their worlds first
city. The second: a brutal race of massive
predators, spread thick and still growing
across the dominant landmass--destined to
breed and eat their way to extinction within
a few centuries.After eight years of
observation, disaster strikes the orbiting
station and only two crewmembers eject
successfully. Drifting down through a dark
alien sky, the pair realizes their escape pod
launched not toward the safety of the city,
but to the other side of the planet, touching
down deep inside a land no human could
possibly survive.

Definition of exigency - an urgent need or demand.Exigency definition: The exigencies of a situation or a job are the
demands or difficulties that you have to Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples.exigency definition: the
difficulties of a situation, especially one that causes urgent demands: . Learn more.exigency /??ks?d??nsi,
?g?z?d??n-/USA pronunciation n. [countable], pl. -cies. Usually, exigencies. [plural] a need, demand, or requirement:
theExigent definition is - requiring immediate aid or action. How to use exigent in a sentence. Did You Know?Exigent
definition, requiring immediate action or aid urgent pressing. See more.Synonyms of exigency: need, demand,
requirement, necessity, constraint Collins English Thesaurus.Definition of exigency written for English Language
Learners from the Merriam-Webster Learners Dictionary with audio pronunciations, usage examples, andLooking for
online definition of exigency in the Medical Dictionary? exigency explanation free. What is exigency? Meaning of
exigency medical term. What doesThe meaning of exigency is obvious from its source, the Latin noun exigentia, which
means urgency and comes from the verb exigere, meaning to demand or require. An emergency situation, or exigency, is
urgent and demands immediate action.A. Qualifying exigency leave is one of the two new military family leave
provisions. for any qualifying exigency arising out of the fact that a covered militarySynonyms of exigency - need,
demand, requirement, want.Synonyms for exigency at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find
descriptive alternatives for exigency.Meaning: that which is needed, from Middle French exigence, from Latin exigentia
urgency, from exigentem (nominative exigens), See more definitions.Exigency is defined as a condition of urgency. An
example of exigency is the need to deliver a package quickly. YourDictionary definition and usage example.exigent
state or character urgency. Usually exigencies. the need, demand, or requirement intrinsic to a circumstance, condition,
etc.: the exigencies of city life. a case or situation that demands prompt action or remedy emergency: He promised help
in any exigency.Pronunciation of exigency. How to say exigency with audio by Macmillan Dictionary.Qualifying
exigency leave under the FMLA helps employees manage family affairs when their family members are called to or on
covered active duty.Exigency definition is - that which is required in a particular situation usually used in plural. How to
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